Drug abuse, AIDS, and the coming crisis in long-term care.
As the 21st century approaches and the proportion of the US population over 65 years of age increases, it is expected that the demand for long-term care will expand dramatically. This expectation has been widely discussed. Less widely discussed is a potential for increase in the demand for long-term care resulting, not from the geriatric conditions with which the industry is already familiar, but from chronic and debilitating substance abuse-related diseases. In the United States, the incidence of severe cardiovascular and hepatological deterioration in younger patients has begun to increase, partly due to the increased scope of drug use and the increased variety of drugs used by individuals under the age of 35. HIV disease progression resembles these degenerative conditions in some important ways, and HIV infection is now often accompanied by substance abuse disorders. Thus, the care of HIV-infected patients can serve as a model for the impact on the long-term care industry that this new type of patient is likely to make. Using HIV as a particularly dramatic example, this paper discuss those changes in detail, and concludes with recommendations for successfully adapting to them.